# Admission Requirements

## Psychology & Mental Health Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSY Minor</th>
<th>unlimited enrollment; no requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PSY or MHS Major | completion of at least 4.0 credits *and* either (1) or (2)  
(1) at least 64% in *both* PSYA01 and PSYA02  
(2) at least 60% in *both* PSYA01 and PSYA02 & 72% in two PSY B-level courses |
| PSY or MHS Specialist | completion of at least 4.0 credits *and* either (1) or (2)  
(1) at least 72% in *both* PSYA01 and PSYA02  
(2) at least 64% in *both* PSYA01 and PSYA02 & 72% in PSYB01 & PSYB07 |
| PSY or MHS Specialist Co-op | *all of the following:*  
completion of at least 4.0 credits and less than 10.0 credits  
at least 72% in *both* PSYA01 and PSYA02  
cumulative GPA of at least 2.75  
completion of supplementary application form  
*note: admission to co-op programs is competitive - meeting these requirements does not necessarily guarantee admission* |

## Neuroscience

| NRO Major | *all of the following:*  
completion of at least 4.0 credits including:  
PSYA01, PSYA02, BIOA01, BIOA02, CHMA10, CHMA11  
cumulative GPA of at least 2.0  
*note: students with lower GPAs will be considered to the extent that laboratory spaces are available in the program* |
| NRO Specialist | *all of the following:*  
completion of at least 4.0 credits including:  
PSYA01, PSYA02, BIOA01, BIOA02, CHMA10, CHMA11  
cumulative GPA of at least 2.8  
*note: students with lower GPAs will be considered to the extent that laboratory spaces are available in the program* |
| NRO Specialist Co-op | *all of the following:*  
completion of at least 4.0 credits and less than 10.0 credits  
including: PSYA01, PSYA02, BIOA01, BIOA02, CHMA10, CHMA11  
cumulative GPA of at least 2.75  
completion of supplementary application form  
*note: admission to co-op programs is competitive - meeting these requirements does not necessarily guarantee admission* |

Please check the Academic Calendar for the year in which you are applying for your program for the most up-to-date admission requirements.

[https://utsc.calendar.utoronto.ca/section/psychology](https://utsc.calendar.utoronto.ca/section/psychology)  
[https://utsc.calendar.utoronto.ca/section/neuroscience](https://utsc.calendar.utoronto.ca/section/neuroscience)